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Mobbing

Mobbing
Once you became aware you are a victim of mobbing, you have
been treated poorly for a long time already. You have noticed
something is wrong, because you feel isolated and alone. The
sudden feeling of being isolated is what is most painful about
mobbing - at some point, you are entirely alone, and you start
to believe things said about you are correct.
You can notice several signs:

You will not sleep; your head will hurt, or you

Because of all that's going on, you have a

will often get ill. All this will be just the wind

hard time concentrating; you cannot work

on the mill for your bullies, as they will take

at full strength, you are non-responsive,

all your problems as proof that they are right.

irritable, hypersensitive. You are
overwhelmed with feelings of shame, guilt,

Is there a way out of this?

anger and you feel alone in the whole

It is. There are two ways you can handle this

world.

situation: you can leave that job and find a

Others will not help you, there is no hero

new one, or you can deal with this

who would stand up for you. You are too

circumstance and build your self-worth in the

infected by the rumors and for your co-

current environment. The second version is

workers it is not safe to socialize with you.

undeniably harder. In both cases, however, I

Your superiors will not defend you;

recommend you to examine and develop your

furthermore, they will most often tell you

self-esteem so that you will never again be

that you are exaggerating and that you are

the target of bad behavior and bullying.

hypersensitive. Sometimes they might
actually be actively involved in mobbing.

Mobbing can happen to anyone.

Your friends and family will often be full of

What is important is how you react when it

advice on what you should do and will not

happens. That's where the difference

understand why you "let" certain things

between people with healthy or low self-

happen to you. They can't get it why you

worth is principally visible.

don't stand up for yourself! They don't
understand you have found yourself in an

Those who are self-aware will quickly

intrigue that has been going on for a long

notice mobbing and will publicly urge

time and is deliberately trying to destroy

those responsible for stopping. Those

your self-esteem.

people will stand up for themselves and go

You, on the other hand, will not understand

to all or nothing.

how they may think you are "letting" this
happen, and you will be sad and will

Those who doubt their worth will feel very

imprison yourself even more in the world of

bad, even guilty, and ashamed and will not

dark thoughts.

stand up for themselves.
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Mobbing

10 tips on what you
can do for yourself
if you are a victim of
mobbing
Talk about your feelings with your friends.

01

Your feelings of anger, helplessness, frustration, guilt, and shame must all go out of your
system. If you find it challenging to open up to people or you are too embarrassed to talk
about it, write and burn or delite them. Do not keep these feelings inside you; they will
remain in your body and cause ill health - liver or kidney problems, obesity, throat and heart
issues, often even headaches and insomnia.

02

Be aware of your thoughts.
Be aware of where your thoughts go when you work on something. If your thoughts are full
of interaction with people who do you wrong, come up with "alternate" thoughts that are
bright, positive, and consciously persist with them. I did this, it takes time and commitment,
but with perseverance, you can help yourself a lot.

03

Don't be angry with yourself for behaving and feeling hurt, guilty, angry,...
Try not to blame yourself for feeling guilty because of what is happening to you. Be gentle
and compassionate with yourself. Compassion means understanding, and accepting
yourself, not feeling sorry for yourself. Talk to yourself with love and respect, be aware of
your thoughts, hang out with people who cheer you up, relax.

04

Take regular walks in nature.
Nature: forest, meadow, or water will calm you down. Take time for yourself and go out for
at least an hour; this will be enough time to digest your feelings and calm down. Try it. Take
these walks alone. You can also go to your garden if you have one. Spend time in nature
until you notice it, smell it. Only then is it time to go home.

05

Look for evidence that the gossip is not real.
Listen to what people say about you and admit yourself the truth: what you can correct,
correct. But most likely, you will hear things that happen to NOT be true. Prove the gossip to
be lies. Our brain will always look for evidence of what we are thinking about, so give them
the task to find proof of how good you are.
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06

Don't believe everyone believes the rumors.
If you are looking for evidence that everyone believes rumors, you will find plenty of
evidence. If you are looking for proof that people are smarter and not everyone thinks the
gossip is correct, you will soon find people you can socialize with at work.

07

Work on yourself.
Work on yourself, explore your believes, patterns of behaviour, your feelings and what
triggers them.
Meditate. Meditation means you stop your current thought process and become aware of

08

HERE and NOW. Don't worry; meditation is not sitting for hours and "thinking about nothing."
It can be short, but still beneficial. Start with those. Find someone whose manner and voice
suits you, and just get started. I started meditating because of the insomnia. At first, though,
I didn't believe that this was possible, but nothing else helped, and I didn't want to use
sleeping pills. It helped. Now meditation is my daily practice.

09

Keep a diary of praise - make it a daily habit.
The diary of praise might be one of the crucial exercises for people who are not feeling
good enough. Be persistent and write every day. When you believe what others say about
you, you also act "guilty" and defeated in front of people. By writing about yourself
admirably, you will be more self-confident and prouder of yourself.

10

Divide your tasks into shorter intervals and keep track of your progress.
Try to stay as calm as possible and focus on your tasks. Keep the intervals as short as you
can concentrate. If your thoughts wander away from your current work task and are
trapped in an evil circle of anger and worry, replace them with joyful, positive thoughts and
start a new interval of work. Work in short intervals, write tasks down, tick done to follow up,
and prove to yourself that you are working.
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